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As shown in FlG. 1, a pen-based computer system 10 in

4
"pointing means", and the like will refer to any mechanism

accordance with the present invention includes a central
or device for pointing to a particular location on a screen of
processing unit (CPU) 12, read only memory (ROM) 14,
a computer display.
random access memory (RAM) 16, inputloutput (I/O) cirSome type of mass storage 22 is generally considered
cuitry 18, and a display assembly 20. The pen-based com- s desirable. However, the mass storage Z2 can be eliminated
puter system 10 may also optionally include a mass storage
by providing a sufEcient amount of RAM 16 to store user
unit 22 such as a disk drive unit or nonvolatile memory such
application programs and data, In that case, the RAM 16
as flash memory, a keypad 24, and a clock 26.
could be provided with a backup battery to prevent the loss
The CPU 12 is preferably a commercially available,
of data even when the pen-based computer system 10 is
single chip microprocessor. While CPU 12 can be a complex 10 turned off. However, it is generally desirable to have some
instruction set computer (CISC) chip, it is preferable that
type of long tenn storage 22 such as a commercially

CPU 12 be one of the commercially available, reduced
available miniature hani disk drive, nonvolatile memory
instruction set computer (RISC) chips which are known to
such as flash memory, battery backed RAM, PC-data cards,
be of generally higher performance than CISC chips. CPU
or the like.
12 is coupled to ROM 14 by a unidirectional data bus 28. 15
In operation, information is input into the pen-based
ROM 14 contains the basic operating system for the pencomputer system 10 by "writing" on the screen of display
based computer system 10. CPU 12 is connected to RAM 16
assembly 20 with the stylus 38. Information conceming the
by a hi4irectional data bus 30 to permit the use of RAM 16
location of the stylus 38 on the screen of the display
as scratch pad memory. ROM 14 and RAM 16 are also
assembly 20 is input into the CPU 12 via I/O circuitry 18.
coupled to CPU 12 by appropriate control and address 20 Typically, this information comprises the Cartesian (i.e. x &
busses, as is well known to those skilled in the art. CPU 12
y) coordinates of a pixel of the screen of display assernbly
is also coupled to the 1/O circuitry 18 by bi-directional data
20 over which the tip of the stylus is positioned. Commerbus 32 to permit data transfers with peripheral devices.
cially available combination display assemblies such as the
I/O circuitry 18 typically includes a number of latches,
aforementioned assemblies available from Scriptel Corporegisters and direct memory access (DMA) controllers. The 25 ration include appropriate circuitry to provide the stylus
purpose of1/O circuitry 18 is to provide an interface between
location information as digitally encoded data to the I/O
CPU 12 and such peripheral devices as display assembly 20,
circuitry of the present invention. The CPU 12 then promass storage 22, and the keypad 24.
cesses the data under control of an operating system and
Clock 26 provides a series of clock pulses and is typically
possibly an application program stored in ROM 14 and/or
coupled to an interruptport of CPU 12 by a data line 34. The * RAM 16. The CPU 12 next produces data which is output to
clock pulses are used to time various functions and events
the display assembly 20 to produce appropriate images on its
relating to the computer system 10. The clock 26 can be
screen.
eliminated and the clock function replace by a software
In FIG. 2, the pen-based computer system 10 is shown
clock running on CPU 12, but this tends to be a wasteful use
housed within a generally rectangular enclosure 40. The
of CPU processing power. In the present invention, clock 26 * CPU 12, ROM 14, RAM 16, I/O circuitry 18, mass storage
provides clock pulses at 60 hertz (Hz).
22, and clock 26 are preferably fully enclosed within the
enclosure 40. The display assembly 20 is mostly enclosed
Display assembly 20 of pen-based computer system10 is
both an input and an output device. Accordingly, it is
within the enclosure 40, but a viewing screen 42 of the
coupled to I/O circuitry 18 by a bi-directional data bus 36. 4 display assembly is exposed to the user. As used herein, the
When operating as an outputdevice, the display assembly 20
term "screen" will refer to the portion of the display assemreceives data from I/O circuitry 18 via bus 36 and displays
bly 20 which can display an image that can be viewed by a
user. Also accessible to the user is the keypad 24.
that data on a suitable screen. The screen for display
assembly 20 is preferably a liquid crystal display (LCD) of
Upon power-up, pen based computer system 10 displays
the type commercially available from a variety of manufac- 4, on screen 42 an initial note area N including a header bar B
turers. The input device of display assembly 20 is preferably
and a number of guidelines 44. The header bar B preferably
a thin, clear membrane which covers the LCD display atx!
includes the date of creation 46 of the note N, a note number
which is sensitive to the position of a stylus 38 on its surface.
48, and a "toolbox" button 50 represented by a toolbox icon.
These position sensitive membranes are also readily availThe optional guidelines 44 aid a user in entering text,
able on the commercial market. Combination display assem- se graphics, and data into the pen-based computer system 10.
blies such as display assembly 20 which include both the
In this preferred embodiment, the keypad 24 is not a part
LCD and the input membrane are commercially available
of the viewing screen 42 but rather, is a permanent array of
from such vendors as Scriptel Corporation of Columbus,
input buttons coupled to the CPU 12 by I/O circuitry 18.
Ohio.
Alternatively, the keypad 24 could comprise "soft buttons"
The keypad 24 can comprise an array of switches. In the 55 genemted at a convenient location on the screen 42, in which
present embodiment, the keypad 24 comprises mechanical
case a "button" would be activated by touching the stylus to
buttons which overlie the bottom edge of the membrane
the screen over the image of the button. The keypad 24
which covers the LCD display. When the buttons are
preferably includes a number of dedicated function buttons
depressed, the membrane senses the pressure and commu52 and a pair of scroll buttons 54A and 54B. The operation
nicates that fact to the CPU 12 via I/O 18.
go of the scroll buttons 54A and 54B, and other aspects of
Other types of pointing devices can also be used in
computer system 10 are discussed in greater detail in coconjunction with the present invention. While the method of
pending U.S. patent application Ser. No. 07/868,013, filed
Apr. 13, 1992, now U.S. Pat. No. 5,398,310, on behalf of
the present invention is described in the context of a penTchao et al. and entitled "Method for Manipulating Notes on
based system, other pointing devices such as a computer
mouse, a track ball, or a tablet can be used to manipulate a 65 a Computer Display". That application is assigned to the
assignee of the present application and its disclosure is
pointer on a screen of a general purpose computer. Therehereby incorporated by reference in its entirety. In this
fore, as used herein, the terms "pointer", "pointing device",
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ernbodiment, the toolbox button 50 is represented as a "soft
on the screen 42. The new button 84 is an active area which
button" in the header bar B. However, in altemative embodipermits a new "business card" to be entered into the card file
application.
ments, apermanent, hardwired keypad button could be used
in its place.
The function of the routing slip button 86 will be disThe screen illustrated in FIG. 2 is referred to as the 5 cussed in greaterdetail with reference to FIG. 4. When a user
presses the routing slio button 86, a window 88 noos up trom
"notepad", and is an application program running under the
Ine stauis oar 74 to proviae ayst or conops cogcernmg tne
operating system of the pen based computer system 10. In

desired disposition of the information displayed within
this prefermd embodiment, the notepad is a special or "base"
wmaow v.. For example, the information in window 7Z can
application which is always available beneath higher level
n ax
can ne
applications. The notepad application, like other applica- lo b faxed y
tions, mn within a window, which inthis instance comprises
FIG. 5 inustrates the result if 'fax" is c)
m
the entire viewing screen 42. 'Iherefore, as used herein, a
win
LThe selection of "tax" within the
"window" is the entire screen or any portion of an entire
window 88 starts an application program which is provided
screen which is dedicated to a particular application program,
15 with a floating window 90 which partially overlies the
window 72 of the card file application. The window 90
A status bar 56 is provided at the bottom of the notepad
includes a number a fields to be füled in by the user
application. The status bat ¾ is provided with a number of
including a who, what, where, and a number field. The
active areas including areal time clock 58, aview button 60,
window 90 also permits the user to indicate the format ofthe
a font button 62, a formulas button 64, a text button 66, a
facsimile, which in this case, is "card".
graphics button 68, and a nib button 70.
20
Attached to the bottom of the fax application window 90
The rem.aczainple.ofa "glahal" active
is a status bar 92. The status bar has four active areas
area which derives information or controls of function not
includíng a closing box 94, an information area 96, a
necessarily associated with the application window to wmcll
preview button 98, and a "do it" button 100. The close box
it is attached. The buttons 60 and 6Z are examples of active
94 operates as in previous examples, i.e., it closes the
areas watch provide indirect control over the notepad funcwindow 90 for the fax application program. The information
area 96 displays information concoming the fax application;
tion. For example, pressing the font button 62 will pop up a
window providing a selection of fonts which can be used
in uns case, u maplays me une or me appucanon program.
when writing within the notepad window. Buttons 64-70 are
Pmie_wJtutton at¾gpg.yicy_ofjhp imagoJhat is
to be faxed, and the do it button 100 starts the faxing process.
examples of active areas which provide direct control over
If a user activates the closing box before activating the do it
the notepad application For example, the button70 controls
button, the fax will not be sent.
the nib size of the "ink" produced by the stylus within the
application window area. Buttons 6448 aid in recognizing
FIG. 6 illustrates a flow diagram of a process 102 for
writings made in the window area.
providing a status bar for application windows. The process
begins at 104 and starts a new application program in a step
FIG. 3 illustrates a window produced by a "cardfile"
106. Next, in a step 108, a status bar is coupled to the
application program. U.S. patent application Ser. No.
application program window. After the status bar is coupled
07/955,839 fded Oct. 2, 1912, now U.S. Pat. No. 5,446,882,
to the application program window, the application program
on behalf of Capps et al., entitled 'Computerized Database
window with status bar is displayed on a computer screen in
With Card & List Interface" and assigned to the assignee of
a step 110. Next, in a step 112, the process determines
the present invention describes the operation of such a
whether there is any feedback from the application program
cardfile application, and is incorporated herein in its entirety
by reference.

In FIG. 3, the screen 42 is provided with a window 72
associated with the card file application.In this instance, the
wmdow assumes the size and shape of a business card and 4s

displays the name, company and telephone number of a Mr.
Gregg Foster. It should be noted that the window 72 is
considerably smaller than the screen 42 in this example,
leaving the possibility of additional windows being opened

on the screen 42 in an overlapping or non-ovedappinE 50
fashion.

Status bar 74 is attached to the bottom of window 72 by
the process of the present invention. The status bar 74
includes a number of active areas inchidinga close box 76,
a real time clock TL g filter buttog 4 a imour Dunon 52, 55
a "new" button 84. and a routing slig 86. The close box 76
is an active area which permits the card file application to be
closed, i.e. is either "made invisible" or is completely
deactivated. The real time clock 78 is, once again, an active
area cargngglobal information_whichis ningy 60
associated with that particular applicatig:LThe filter button
80 does not act directly upon the card file application but,

rather, pops up a menu of filter parameters (e.g., business,
peisonal, etc.) and permits a user to choose one of the filters
to act upon the aglication program. The more button BZ is 65

an active area which controls the card file application
program to permit more or less information to be displayed

to the status bar. If there is, the appropriate area oil the status
bar is updated in a step 114. If there is no application
feedback, is determined whether there is any status bar
action in a step 116. If there is, then the status bar action is
processed in a step 118. If there is no status bar action
detected in step 116, then it is determined whether if there
was an button action in step 120. If so, then the button action
is processed in the step 122. If there is no application
feedbabk (step 112), status bar action (step 116), or button
action (step 120) then process control is returned to step 110
or the application program continues to be displayed on the
screen. After the completion of steps 114, 118, and 122,
process control is also returned to step 110.
It should be noted that the flow diagram of FIG. 6 is a
conceptual representation of the functioning of the process
of the present invention, but that the process can be implemented in a variety of manners. For example, the process
steps 112, 116, and 120 am preferably accomplished in
parallel within the context of a "view.system". In such a
view system, various "views" or "objects" are stacked on top
of each other, like pages ofpaper on a desk top. These views
include a root view (such as the notepad) and virtually any
number of views (within the limitations of the system)
stacked on top of the root view.
The view system is a software routine which retums two
pieces of information when the screen "tapped" by a stylus.
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A first piece of information returned which view or "object"
was tapped. The second piece of information retumed is the

this would, of course, be "no". In this instance a new area
would be created in step 156 and the new area would be

position of the tap on the tapped view. This location inforinstalled in a step 158. Process control is then returned to
mation is often returned in the form of Cartesian (x-y)
step 154. When all areas have been filled, the step 130 is
coordinates. The view system therefore handles much of the s completed as indicated at 160.
routine input work for the computer system. Taps by stylus
In FIG. 10, the step 156 "Create a New Area" of FIG. 9
on non-active areas of the screen can be ignored by the view
is illustrated in greater detail. The step 156 begins at 162 and
system. Likewise, inappropriate inputs on active areas of the
a step 164 determines whether a button is to be created. If
screen can be ignored or can generate error conditions which
so, a button template is obtained in a step 166, and is
may or may not be acted upon by the system.
10 customized in a step 168. The process would then be

The flow diagram of FIG.7 illustrates the "Couple Status
completed as indicated at 170. If step 164 determines that a
Bar" step 108 of FIG. 6 in greater detail. The process starts
button is not to be created, a step 172 determines whether a
at 124, and in a step 126 the application obtains a status bar
label is to be created. If so, a text template is obtained in a
step 174, the text template is customized in a step 176, and
template. The application determines whether there are any
areas to fill in the template in a step 128 and, if there are, it 15 the step 156 is completed as indicated at 170. If neither a
button or label is to be created, a step 178 determines
fills the areas in a step 130. If there are not any areas to fill
whether there are any other types of areas to be created. If
in step 128 or after the completion of step 130, the step 108
so, a template is letrieved in a step 180 and customized in
is completed as indicated at 132.
a step 182. If step 178 determines that there are not any other
FIGS. 8A-8D illustrate a collection of templates which
areas to create or after the completion of step 182, the step
can be used by different application programs. These tem- 2e 156 is completed as indicated at 170.
plates are preferably provided in the form of "objects". As
As seen in FIG. 11, after step 130 of FIG. 9 is completed,
is well known to software programmers, an "object" is a
a status bar 184 is provided including a template 186 and a
logical software unit comprising data and processes which
number of active areas 155, 190, 192, 194, 196, and 198.
give it capabilities and attributes. For example, an object can
Ine status oar las can ne nanatea as a smgte otgect
be queried as to its type and can retum such data as the 2s comprising
a template object 186 and a number of button,
number of words that it contains. Objects can contain other
label, or other area objects 188-198. This status bar object
objects of the same or of a different type. Objects can also
184 is then ready to be attached or coupled to an application
be used to project images on a screen according to their
program window as indicated in step 108 of FIG. 6.
object type. There are many well know texts which describe
Since the status bar 184 has been customized for and
object oriented programming. See, for example, Object 30
attached to a particular application window, it is completely
Oriented Programming for the Macintosh, by Kurt J. Schunambiguous as to which window that status bar controls.
mucher, Hayden Book Company, 1986.
Nonetheless, the status bara provide a common interface in
In FIG. SA, a generic or base to 1..... 134 is simply
that they are all similar at least at the generic template level.
denned by a neight H ana a w1atn w. An appucanon
program can provide any desired active areas it wishes 35 A user will always know that an application window will
have a status bar attached to it and that certain similar
anywhere in contact with the template 34.
application programs will have similar active areas. For
In FIG. 8B, a template 136 which is used bv the noteoad
example, all status bars will include a "close box" except for
application has one predetined active aæa 138 correspondthe status bar for the notepad.
ing to tne real time clocit. 3mrefore, every time that the
The use of object oriented programming and the aforenotepad application is opened, the status bar associated with 40
mentioned view system simplifies the implementation of the
the notepad application window will necessarily include real
process of the present invention. In FIG. 12A, a conceptual
time clock 138. Other active areas can be specified by the
representation of .-i- objects is shown. The screen 42
notepad application.
forms abase or root layer, and a window 200 associated with
In FIG. SC, another templge 140 is provided with two
an application program forms a second layer above the base
predefined active areas 142 and 144 corresponding to aclose 45 or root layer. The template 186 is positioned over the
box and a real time clock, respectivesy. xÑIs wm¡ÎÍnw aw is
window object 200, and the . - areas 188-198 are
associatett with such applications as the aforementioned card
positioned over the template 186.
file application.
In FIG. 1ZB, a side elevation taken along line 12b-12b of
In FIG. 8D, a template 146 is provided with two pre
FIG. 12A again illustrates the conceptual layering of various
defined active areas las ana 150. nus template 14ò is
objects. The aforementioned viewing system automatically
associated with the routine slio and active area 148 is the
handles "taps" of the stylus 38 on the screen 42 by returning
clo
15Qis a mandatoryinformation-area. The
information concerning which object has been tapped and
remaining portions of the template 146 oklillmLin as
where on the object that the tap occurred. For example, a tap
desired by the toutimr slin application.
55
A on the screen 42 would create an action for whatever
Preferably, there are a number of different, specialized
application was displayed on that area of the screen. For
status bar templates available to various applications. Alterexample, the tap might activate the notepad on the screen 42.
natively, a single, generic status bar template can be proA tap B on the window 200 could potentially cause an
vided, at the cost of increased work in each application
interaction with the application program being displayed
program to customize the status bar for its own use. There- a within that window 200. A tap C on the template 164 could
fore, the step 126 of FIG. 7 can comprise either choosing one
be part of a gesture formed on that template or it could be
of a plurality of templates or choosing the only template that
of part of a drag action. A tap D on close button 188 would
is provided.
cause the application window 200 to close. It is therefore
FIG. 9 is a flow diagram illustrating the "Fill Areas" step
clear that the object oriented programming and view system
130 of FIG. 7 in greater detail. The step 130 begins at 152 65 software makes the implementation of the process 102 of
and asks in a step 154 whether all the areas have been filled.
FIG. 6 a relatively less cumbersome process than traditional
In the first time through the loop of step 130, the answer for
programming techniques.
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3. A computer system for displaying a status bar as recited
in claim 2 wherein a plurality of active areas are displayed
and step 204 determines whether a drag action is being
within said status bar.
performed. A drag action could be indicated by placing the
4. A computer system for displaying a status bar as recited
tip of the stylus 38 on a portion of the template and then 5 in claim 2 wherein said active area includes said icon which,
moving the tip of the stylus across the screen 42. This would
when activated, controls an operation of said application
cause both the status bar and the attached window to move
program.
in a step 206. If the drag action is not being indicated, it is
5. A computer system for displaying a status bar as recited
In FIG. 13, the "Do Status Bar Action" step 118 of 6 is
illustrated in greater detail. The process 118 begins at 202

determined in a step 208 whether a gesture action is being
in claim 4 wherein said icon comprises a button which can
indicated. An example of a gesture is a "scrub" gesture lo be activated to control said operation.
which could close the window. If a gesture is being indi6. A computer system for displaying a status bar as recited
cated, then step 210 performs the gesture. Other actions
in claim 4 wherein said icon comprises a close box which
might be detected in a step 212 in which case other actions
can be activated to close said application program window.
could be taken in a step 214, After the completion of steps
7. A computer system for displaying a status bar as recited
206, 210, 214, or if recognizable meaning is associated with
status bar action 118, the process is completed as indicNed 15 in claim 2 wherein said active area displays information
provided by said application program.
at 212.
8. A computer system for displaying a status bar as recited
While this invention has been described in terms of
in claim 2 wherein said active area displays information not
several preferred embodiments, there are alterations, per
provided by said application program.
mutations, and equivalents which fall within the scope of
9. A computer system for displaying a stams bar as recited
this invention. For example, the status bar could take other 20
in claim 8 wherein said information comprises the current
forms than a bar, e.g. it could take the form of a "status slip"
time of day displayed in the form of a clock.
of any convenient shape. Also, the status bar could be
10. A computer system for displaying a status bar as
attached to the top or side of the window or within the
window. In fact, the status bar does not have to actually , recited in claim 2 wherein said active area controls a
touch the window as long as it is clearly associated with the zs function which indirectly controls an operation of said
application program.
window. For example, the status bar could be provided
11. A computer system for displaying a status bar as
within a small distance of each window, or it could be
provided farther from a window and be coupled to the
recited in claim 10 wherein said active area opens a new
window by a line or the like.
window on said computer screen.
12. A computer system for displaying a status bar as
It is therefore intended that the following appendedclaims so
be interpreted as including all such alterations, permutations,
recited irr claim 11 wherein said application window disand equivalents as fall within the tme spirit and scope of the
plays data provided by said application program, and
present invention.
wherein said new window comprises a menu of possible
What is claimed is:
operations to be performed on said data displayed by said
1. A computer system for displaying a status bar for a 35 application program.
window of an application program comprising:
13. A):omputer system as recited in claim 1 further
a central processing unit (CPU);
comprising means for moving said status bar template across
said computer screen, wherein when said status bar template
read/write memory coupled to said CPU;
is moved, said application window associated with said
a computer screen coupled to said CPU;
means for selecting a status bar template from a plurality 40 status bar template is also moved across said computer
screen.
of predefined status bar templates, said selected status
14. A computer system as recited in claim13 wherein said
bar template to be associated with an application prostatus bar is a selectable object, and wherein said means for
gram, each of said plurality of status bar templates
moving said status bar includes a pointer for selecting
being able to provide a status bar for diferent application programs usable on said computer system and 45 objects displayed on said computer screen, wherein said
each template including a different number or type of
active area;
means for providing a status bar from said selected status
bar template independently of said application program
and independently of an application window of said
application program;
means for displaying said status bar on said computer
screen such that said status bar is displayed extemal to
said window and is visibly associated with a window of
said application program which is also displayed on
said computer screen, wherein said status har is associated only with said application program and is always
displayed when said window of said associated application program is displayed; and
means for displaying an active area within said status bar,
said active area always being displayed within said
status bar and being unable to be removed from said
status bar while said status bar is displayed, said active
area including an icon or a label.
2. A computer system for displaying a status bar as recited
in claim 1 wherein said status bar is displayed in contact
with said window.

so

55

60

65

status baris moved by selecting said status bar and dragging
said status bar across said computer screen with said pointer.
15. A computer system as recited in claim 1 wherein each
of said status bar templates includes a different number or
type of predefined active areas and customized active areas,
where said predefined active areas are always included,
unchanged, in a status bar provided frown an associated
status bar template, and wherein said customized active
areas are filled in said template by said application program.
16. A computer system as recited in claim 1 wherein each
of said status bar templates is associated .with types of
application programs used on said computer system such
that similar application programs are associated with status
bar templates having similar action areas.
17. A method for providing a status bar for an application
window on a computer screen of a computer system, the
method comprising the steps of:
creating a plurality of status bar templates from each of
which one or more status bars can be provided for
diferent application programs usable on a computer
system, each of said status bar templates having at least
one area to be filled and having a different number or
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each template provides a status bar having a different

12
button active area on said status bar and a text template for

providing a label active area on said status bar.
29. A computer system for displaying a status bar for a
appearance than status bars provided from other temwindow of an application program comprising:
plates;
a central processing unit (CPU);
selecting one of said plurality of status bar templates to be 5
associated with an application program having an assoread/write memory coupled to said CPU;
ciated application window displayed on said computer
a computer screen coupled to said CPU;
screen, such that only said selected status bar template
a tablet receptive to a stylus, said tablet being coupled to
is associated with said application window;
said CPU;
filling said area of said selected status bar template with to
means
for selecting a status bar template for an applicaan active area to create a status bar, said active area tion program from a collection of available, predefined
being tilled in by said application program; and
status bar templates, where said selecting occurs indedisplaying said status bar on a computer screen such that
pendently of said application program and indepenit is visually associated only with said application
dently of an application window of said application
window and is external to said application window, said 15
program, each of said status bar templates including a
status bar always being displayedwhen said application
plurality of areas that are different in number or funcwindow is displayed, wherein information associated
tion from areas of other status bar templates in said
with said application window is always displayed in
collection, wherein each of said status bar templates
said active area of said status har when said status bar
can be used to provide a status bar for different appliis displayed and wherein said infonnation is always 2,
cation programs executed by said CPU and wherein
displayed in a same location within said status bar and
each of said status bar templates is associated with a
is unable to be moved within said status bar.
type of application program used on said computer
18. Amethod for providing a status bar as recited in claim
system such that similar application programs are asso17 wherein said status har is displayed on said computer
ciated with particular status har templates to provide a
screen such that it contacts said application window.
common status bar appearance for said similar appli19. A method for providing a status bar as recited in claim *
cation programs:
18 wherein said status bar includes an active area which
controls a function of said application program.
means for providing a status bar from said selected status
20. A method for providing a status bar as recited in claim
bar template and displaying said status bar on said
18 wherein said status har includes an active area which
computer screen such that said status bar visibly condisplays information generated by said application program. 30
tacts an application window of said application pro21. A method for providing a status bar as recited in claim
gram which is also displayed on said computer screen,
18 wherein said status har includes an active area which
said status bar being displayed outside a perimeter of
displays information derived outside of said application
said application window, wherein said status bar is
program.
associated only with said application window and is
22. A method for providing a status bar as recited in claim 35
only displayed when said application window of said
18 wherein said status bar includes an active area which
associated application program is displayed; and
controls a function outside of said application program.
means
for displaying a plurality of active areas in said
23. A method for providing a status bar as recited in claim
areas of said selected template such that said active
17 wherein a plurality of active areas are filled in and
areas are displayed within said status bar, said plurality
displayed in said status bar, wherein at least one of said 40
of active areas always being displayed and being
plurality of active ateas is a predefined active area not filled
unable to be removed from said computer screen when
in by said application program.
said status baris displayed, said plurality ofactive areas
24. A method for providing a status bar as recited in claim
including a button which can be selected by said stylus
17 wherein a plurality of application windows, each assoon said tablet to control an operation of said application
ciated with an application program, are displayed, and 45
program.
wherein a plurality of status bars corresponding to said
30. A computer system for displaying a status bar as
plurality of application windows is displayed, wherein each
recited in claim 29 wherein at least one of said plurality of
status bar is visibly associated with a different one of said

active areas displays information provided by said applicaapplication windows.
25. A method as recited in claim 17, wherein each of said 50 tion program.
31. A computer system for displaying a status bar as
status bar templates is previously associated with types of
recited in claim 29 wherein at least one of said plurality of
application pograms used on said computer system such
active areas displays information not provided by said
that templates having similar action areas are selected to be
application program.
associated with similar application programs.
32. A computer system for displaying a status bar as
26. A method as recited in claim 17 wherein said active 55
recited in claim 29 wherein said button, when selected,
area filled into said area by said application program is a
causes a new application program to start and a new applicustomized active area, and wherein at least one of said
cation window associated with said new application prostatus bar templates includes at least one predefined active
gram to be displayed on said computer screen, such that:
area that is always included in a status bar generated from
said means for selecting a status bar template selects a
said template having said predefined active area.
6o
new status bar template from said collection of status
27. A method as recited in claim 26 wherein said custemplates for said new application window;
tomized active area is created by selecting an active area
template from a plurality of predefined active area templates
said means for displaying said status bar displays said
and generating said customized active area from said
new status bar such that it visibly contacts said new
selected active area template.
65
application window extemal to said new application
28. A method as recited in claim 27 wherein said active
window, wherein said new status bar is associated only
area templates include a button template for providing a
with said new application window and is always dis-
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played when said new application window is displayed;
and
said means for displaying a plurality of active areas
displays a new plurality of active areas within said new
status bar, said plurality of new active areas always 5
being displayed and being unable to be removed from
said computer screen when said new status bar is
displayed.
33. A computer system for displaying a status bar as
recited in claim 29 wherein said status bar is a selectable lo
object, and further comprising means for dragging said
status bar across said computer screen when said stylus

14
selecting one of said plurality of status bar templates to be

associated with an application program having an associated application window displayed on said computer
screen;
filling said empty area of said selected status bar template
with a customized active area to create a status bar, said
empty area being associated with and filled in by said
application program, said status bar including said
status bar template, said predefined active areas, and
said customized active area; and
displaying said status bar on a computer screen such that
it is visually associated only with said application
points to said status bar and is moved, wherein said assowindow, said status bar always being displayed when
ciated application window is moved when said status bar is
said application window is displayed, wherein infordragged.
15
34. A computer systera as recited in claim 29 wherein at
mation associated with said application window is
least one of said status har templates includes a predefmed
always displayedin said customized active area of said
action area in one of said areas, said predeined action area
status bar when said status bar is displayed and wherein
always being included in a status har provided from said
said active areas are always displayed in a same loca
status bar template.
tion within said status bar and are unable to be moved
35. A computer system as recited in claim 34 wherein said
within said status bar.
status bar includes a customized active area which is fdled
38. A method as recited in claim 37 wherein types of
into one of said areas by said application program.
application programs tunning on said computer system and
36. Acomputer system as recited in claim35 wherein said
particular status bar templates are associated with each other
customized active area is provided by selecting an active 2 such that similar application programs are associated with
area template from a plurality of available, predefmed active
templates having similar predefined action areas and empty
area templates and generating said customized active area
areas to provide a common status bar appearance for said
from said selected active atea template.
similar application programs.
37. A method for providing a status bar for an application
39. A method as recited in claim 37 further comprising
window on a computer screen of a computer system, the 30
creating a plurality of active area templates, and wherein
method comprising the steps of:
said customized active area is provided by selecting one of
creating aplurality of status bar templates from which one
said active area templates from said plurality of active area
or more status bars can be provided, wherein a status
templates and generating said customized active area from
bar can be provided for application programs using any
said selected active area template.
of said status bar templates each of said status bar
40. A method as recited in claim 39 wherein said active
templates having a plurality of areas, and wherein each
area templates include a button template for providing a
of said status bar templates has a different number or
button active area on said status bar and a text template for
type ofpredefmed active areas tilled into at least one of
providing a label active area on said status bar.
said areas and at least one empty area, wherein said
predefined active areas are always included in status
bara derived from said status bar templates;
*****
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ABSTRACT

A system visual notification area is provided to display
visual notifications to a user. The visual notifications provide
visual cues to a user of the nature of the intended notification. The visual notifications may notify a user of events,
status information, or other information. The visual notifications may be interactive so as to display information about
a notification when a cursor is positioned to point at the
notification. Moreover, the visual notifications may be interactive so as to provide a means for activating a program or
displaying a menu to respond to the notification. The visual
notifications are displayed without substantially interrupting
execution of any currently active programs. Furthermore,
the visual notifications may be displayed without the program that is provided to respond to the notifications having
a entrently active window
41 Claims, 8 Drawing Sheets
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OPERATING SYSTEM PROVIDED
NOTIFICATION AREA FOR DISPLAYING
VISUAL NOTIFICATIONS FROM
CATION PROGRAMS

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

A preferred embodiment of the present invention will be
described below with reference to the following figures.
FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a computer system that is
5
suitable for practicing the preferred embodiment to the
TECHNICAL FIELD
present invention.
The present invention relates generally to data processing
FIG. 2 is an example showing a virtual desktop and
systems and, more particularly, to notification of status
taskbar notification area in accordance with the.pæferred
information and events in a data processing system.
10 embodiment to the present invention.
FIG. 3 shows an example of an icon being displayed in the
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
taskbar notification area in the preferred embodiment of the
Users of conventional operating systems are often uninpresent invention.
formed of events outside of the currently active program.
FIG. 4 shows an example of a tool tip being generated for
For example, in many conventional operating systems, it is 15 an icon in the taskbar notification area in accordance with
dillicult for a user to be informed that an electronic mail
the preferred embodiment of the present invention.
message has arrived. Systems that do provide some form of
FIG. 5 shows an example of a window being opened in
notification, such as a notification of the arrival of an
response
to double-clicking a mouse on an icon in the
electronic mail message, generally require that the associated program (i.e., the mail program) be visible and running 20 taskbar notification area per the preferred embodiment of the
present invention.
in order for the notifications to arrive. It has also been
FIG. 6 shows an example of a taskbar notification area
diflicult for users to obtain status information regarding
displaying multiple icons simultaneously in accordance with
resources in the computer system. For example, it is often
the preferred embodiment of the present invention.
dillicult for users of portable computers to know whether the
FIG. 7 is a flow chart illustrating the steps that are
batteries in their portable computers need to be recharged 25
performed to display an icon in the taskbar notification area
and will soon be out of power.
in accordance with the preferred embodiment to the present
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
invention.
FIG. 8 is a flow chart illustrating the steps that are
The above-described difficulties encountered with con 30
performed to modify an icon that is currently displayed in
ventional systems are overcome by the present invention by
the taskbar notification area per the preferred embodimentto
providing a system-wide visual notification area. In accorthe present invention.
dance with a first aspect of the present invention, a method
FIG. 9 is a flow chart illustrating the steps that are
is practiced on a computer system that has an output device
and that runs an operating system. The operating system 35 performed to delete an icon that is currently displayed in a
taskbar notification area in accordance with the preferred
provides a graphical user interface on the output device. A
embodiment of the present invention.
portion of the graphical user interface is designated as a
FIG. 10 is a flow chart illustrating the steps that are
notification area for displaying notifications. Each notification includes a graphical object. A system tool is provided in
performed to notify application programs of mouse activities
the computer system to display a notification in the notifirelative to an icon in the taskbar notification area per the
cation næa. An application program is mn on the computer
preferred embodiment to the present invention.
system, and the notification is displayed in the notification
area using the system tool, without substantially intermpting
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
the mnning of the application program.
INVENTION
In accordance with another aspect of the present inven- 45
tion, a first program is um on a computer system that
The preferæd embodiment of the present invention proprovides a user interface on the output device. An applicavides a taskbar notification area at a predefined location on
tion programis also run on the computer system. A system
a user interface wherein icons may be displayed to inform a
tool is provided that designates aportion ofthe userinterface
user of status information and events. This dedicated taskbar
as a notification area that is reserved for displaying Visual 50 notification area is always visible and cannot be readily
notifications to a user. A third program is also mn on the
obscuted by visible non-minimized windows and the like.
computer system. This third program provides a request to
The icons are placed within the taskbar notification area
display a selected visual notification in the notification area.
without disrupting work flow of a user and may be placed in
In response to the request, the selected visual notification is
the taskbar notification area without the need for an assodisplayed in the notification area using the system tool 55 ciated progmm that requests the notifications having a
without substantially interrupting the running of the second
correctly active window. The icons displayed within the
program.
taskbar notification area may be interactive in that tool tip
information may be provided in response to the user pointIn accordance with yet another aspect of the present
ing at the icon with the mouse and the application may
invention, a computer system includes an output device and
a processor for mnning programs. The processor nms an 60 perform activities, such as the opening of an application
window, in response to the user using the mouse to doubleapplication program and an operating system. The operating
click on the icon.
system displays a graphical user interface on the output
device. The processor also runs a system tool that displays
FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a computer system 10 that is
suitable for practicing the prefered embodiment of the
visual notifications for a user in a designated notification
area on the graphical user interface. The system tool displays 65 present invention. The computer system 10 includes a central processing unit (CPU) 12 that is coupled to a number of
the visual notifications without substantially interrupting the
peripheral devices. The peripheral devices include a video
running of the application program on the user interface.
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display 14, a keyboard 16, and a mouse 18. The CPU 12 is
also connected to a memory 20 that holds a copy of an
operating system 22.

area. Moreover, these notifications may be accompanied by

sound notifications, such as a chime.

If the user uses mouse 18 to position a mouse cursor 32
to point at the printer icon 30 within the taskbar notification
taskbarnotification area is provided as part of the shell of the 5 area 28, a tool tip 34 will be displayed as shown in FIG. 4.
The tool tip 34 is displayed solely in responseto the mouse
operating system 22. As such, the code for implementing the
cursor 32 being positioned to point at the printer icon 30.In
taskbar notification area is included within the operating
the example shown in FlG. 4, the tool tip indicates the
system 22. Although the preferred embodiment of the
number of documents that are currently pending on the
present invention will be described with reference to an
implementation wherein the taskbar notification area is 1o printer for the user. The tool tip that is displayed is like that
described in co-pending patent application entitled "Timing
implemented as part of the operating system 22, those
and Velocity Control for Displaying Graphical Information,"
skilled in the art will recognize that the taskbar notification
Ser. No. 08/260,558, filed on Jun. 16, 1994, and assigned to
area may be implemented as part of an application program
a common assignee with the present application. The nature
or as a separate system resource that interacts with the
of the information provided by the tool tip depends upon the
operating system 22. Those skilled in the art will also 15 icon shown within the taskbar notification area. In general,
appreciate that the present invention may be practiced in
the tool tip provides information about the notification. The
computer system configurations that differ from that shown
tool tip 34 provides a first level of interactivity for the icons
in FIG. 1. The computer system of FIG. 1 is intended to be
in the taskbar notification area 28.
merely illustrative.
A second level of interactivity for the icons in the taskbar
For purposes of the discussion below, it will be assumed
notification area is provided when the mouse cursor 32 is
positioned to point at an icon 30 within the taskbar notifithat the operating system 22 is the "WINDOWS" 95 opercation area 28, and then the user double-clicks a designated
ating system from Microsoft Corporation of Redmond,
one of the mouse buttons. The application program associWash. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the present
ated with the icon receives a message that the user has
invention may also be practiced with other operating sysdouble-clicked on the icou and then determines what actions
tems.
to take in response to the double-clicking. In the case of the
FIG. 2 depicts an example of the user interface that is
printer icon 30, the print manager is the application that
displayed by shell of the operating system 22. The user
receives the double-click message and, in response, it opens
interface includes a virtual desktop 23 with a taskbar 24
the print manager window 36. More generally, in the prelocated at the bottom of the virtual desktop. The taskbar 24
fered embodiment the associated application provides code
is like that described in co-pending patent application
for notifying an application associated with an icon in the
entitled "Thskbar and Start Menu," Ser. No. 08/478,490,
taskbar notification area 28 of activities that are perforrned
which is assigned to a --- assignee with the present
relative to the icon. These activities may include events like
application and which was filed on even date herewith. The
taskbar 24 includes a dedicated area 26 for showinga clock. 35 single clicking on the icon, double-clicking on the icon or
the mouse cursor being positioned to point at the icon. The
In the example in FIG. 2 the clock displays a time of 6:54
application associated with the icon receives this message
PM. Directly adjacent to the clock area 26 is the taskbar
and determines what activities to perform.
notification area 28. In FIG. 5 the taskbar notification area is
The taskbar notification area 28 is not a static area. It
shown as being to the left of the clock. Nevertheless, it
grows and shrinks to accommodate the number oficons that
should be appreciated that the taskbar notification area may
are cutrently displayed within it. The taskbar notification
appearat other locations relative to the clock. In the example
area 28 is a window that may be resized and relocated. For
shown in FIG. 2, no icon is currently displayed within the
example, as shown in FIG. 6, the taskbar notification area28
taskbar notification area 28. As will be described in more
has been expanded from its size in FIG. 3 to accommodate
detail below, the size of the taskbar notification area 28
increases to accommodate the space requirements needed to 45 the display of both printer icon 30 and mail icon 38. The
mail icon 38 indicates that an electronic mail message has
display icons and shrinks to . . .. space when space
arrived for a user. Further suppose the user then looks at the
requirements for displaying the icons decreases.
electronic mail message. In such a case, the taskbar notifiIn order to fully appreciate the operation of the taskbar
cation area 28 shrinks in size to display only the printer icon
notification area 28 in the preferred embodiment of the
present invention, it is helpful to consider an example 50 30 as shown in FIG. 5.
The above examples have related to instances wherein the
wherein the taskbar notification area is used. Suppose that a
notifications notify a user of events. It should also be
user wishes to print a word processing document. When the
appreciated that the notifications may convey status inforuser begins to print the word processing document, the
mation, such as the status of a modem or the status of a
taskbar notification area 28 appears as shown in FIG. 3. In
particular, a printer icon 30 is displayed within the taskbu ss user's batteries in a portable computer.
The above discussion has focused on the description of
notification area 28. The printer icon 30 is displayed without
substantially interrupting the execution of the currently
the present invention from the user's perspective. The discussion below will now focus on the implementation of the
active application. The taskbar notification area 28 has been
preferred embodiment of the present invention at a code
expanded from its previous size (shown in FIG. 2) to
accommodate the display of the printer icon 30. The printer so level.
icon 30 advises a user that at least one document is currently
FIG. 7 shows a flowchart of the steps that are performed
being printed. The printer icon 30 provides a visual cue that
in order to display an icon within the taskbar notification
indicates the nature of the notification.
area 28. Initially, an application program sends a message to
a process run within the operating system, known as the
Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the present
invention is not limited to displaying icons in the taskbar 65 taskbar, which is responsible for displaying and managing
the taskbar 24. The taskbar's responsibilities also include
notification area, rather any type of graphical object or visual
displaying and managing the taskbar notification area 28.
notification may be displayed in the taskbar notification

In the preferred embodiment of the present invention, the
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The application program sends the message by calling the

manager sends a message to the taskbar to delete the irinter

Shell_NotifyIcon() function as defmed by the "WIN-

icon 30. The taskbar receives the message (step 5a), and

DOWS" 95 operating system. This function sends amessage
to the taskbar that includes several pammeters. A firstof the

then, the taskbar removes the icon so that it is no longer
displayed in the taskbar notification atea (step 56). In the

parameters of the message identifies whether a user wishes 5 example case of the printer icon 30, the taskbar receives a
message from the print manager and --. the printer
to add an icon, modify an icon, or delete an icon from the
icon from the taskbar notification area 28.
taskbar notification area 28. In the present example, the

message indicates that the user wishes to add an icon to the
The notification area is part of the taskbar 24, which
taskbar notification area. A second parameter passed in the
constitutes a separate window. The taskbar receives mouse
message specifies the size ofthe information that follows the 10 messages when the mouse cursor is positioned over the
taskbar window, including the taskbarnotification area. The
parameter. A third parameter is a value for a window handle
to the application program window that is sending the
taskbar is responsible for notifying the application associ-

message. The window handle is a numerical identifier that
uniquely identifies the window.
A fourth parameter passed in this message is the unique
identifier that is application specific. A single application
may have multiple unique identifiera associated with it. The
interpretation of these identifiers is at the discretion of the
application. Additional parameters passed in the message
include flags that identify whether fields in the message that
follow the flags parameter are valid or not. A callback
message identifier parameter is passed as part of the message. The callback message identifier is an integer that
uniquely identifies a message as a callback message. This
callback message identifier is used by the taskbar to send
callback messages to the target application window.The two
final parameters passed in the message are a handle to the
icon to show in the taskbar notification area and a string that
serves as a tool tip message.
The taskbar receives the message that encapsulates the
parameters discussed above (step 42 in FIG.'I). The taskbar

then uses the handle for the icon that was passed as part of
the message from the application program to retrieve and
display the icon within the taskbar notification area 28
without substantially interrupting the execution of the active
application (step 44).
Consider an example wherein a mail program wishes to
advise the taskbar that it has received a new electonic mail
message. In such a case, the mail program sends a message

to the taskbar asking the taskbar to add an icon that displays
a single envelope within a mail slot. The handle to the icon
showing the single envelope in the mail slot is passed as part
of the message that is sent to the taskbar. The taskbar then
uses the handle provided by the mail program to display the

ated with icons in the taskbar notification area 28 of mouse
activities. Thus, when the mouse cursor is positioned to

15 point at one of the icons displayed within the taskbar
notification area 28, the taskbar perfonns the steps shown in
FIG.10.Inparticular, the taskbar.-:-amouse message
that specifies the coordinates of the mouse cursor and

processes these coordinates to determine that the mouse
20 cursor is currently pointing at one of the icons shown within
the taskbar notification area 28 (step 58) in FIG. 10. The
taskbar then sends a callback message to the application
program associated with the icon to infonn the application

of the mouse activity. In particular, the taskbar may forward
25 messages thatwere originally sent to the taskbar notification
aret In this regard, the taskbar acts as a parent window.
Thus, an application program may be informed of current
mouse coordinates, whether the left, middle, or right button
on the mouse is depressed or up, whetler the mouse has
30 moved, whether one of the mouse buttons has been clicked,
and whether a double-click of one of the mouse buttons has
occurred. Using this mechanism, the taskbar advises an
application program of when an icon has been doubleclicked on and the icon then decides what activities to
perform (e.g., opening the application window).
Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the icons
displayed within the figures in the above description are not
intended to be exhaustive of the icons thatmay be displayed
within the taskbar notification area. Moreover, those skiñed
in the att will appreciate that the examples given above are

intended to be merely illustrative and that other behaviors
may be practiced by application programs.
While the present invention has been described with
reference to a preferred embodimentthereof, those skilled in

theartwillappreciatethatvariouschangesinformarxldetail
icon in the taskbar notification area 28.
may be made without departing from the intended scope of
Thesteps thatareperformedwhenanapplicationprogram
the invention as defmed in the appended claims.
wishes to modify the icon shown wltbin the taskbar notifiWe claim:
cation area 28 are shown in FIG. 8. The application initially
1. In a computer system having an output device and
sends a message to the taskbar that specifies it wishes to so
mening an operating system having a shell that provides a
modify an icon (step 46). For example, suppose thatthe mail
shell graphical user interface on the outputdevice, a method
program wishes ,to change the icon to one that displays a
comprising the steps of:
mail slot with multiple envelopes to indicate that theuser has
designating a portion of the shell graphical user interface
now received multiple electronic mail messages. In such a
as a notification area for displaying notifications, each
case, the mail program sends a message to the taskbar 55
said notification including a graphical object·
indicating that it wishes to modify the icon and passes the
handle to the new icon to be displayed. The taskbar receives
umning a first application program on the computer
the message (step 48), and the taskbar retrieves the modified
icon and displays it in the taskbar notification area 28 (step

system; and

displaying a notification from a second application in the
notification area with the shell, without substantially
intermpting the running of the first application pro-

50)·
60
The deletion of icons in the taskbar notification area 28 is
handled in a similar fashion. As shown in FIG. 9, an
2. The method of claim 1 wherein the graphical object
application program sends a message to the taskbar to delete
an icon using the Shell_NotifyIcon() function as described
included in the notification is an icon and wherein the step
above (step 52). Suppose that a printjob is done andtheprint 65 of displaying the notification comprises the step of displaymanager wishes to remove the printer icon 30 (FIG. 5) from
ing the icon without substantially intermpting the moning of
the taskbar notification area 28. In such a case, the print
the first application program.
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3. The method of claim 1 wherein the step of displaying
the notification comprises the step of displaying a notification in the notification area using the system without substantially interrupting the running of the first application

in response to the request from the fourth program, using
the system .--- to display the second visual notification along with the selected visual notification in the

program to notify a user of an event5
4. The method of claim 1 wherein the step of displaying

notification area without substantially intermpting the
mnning of the second nogram.
16. The method of claim 1 wherein the computer system
further comprises an input device that a user may use to
manipulate a cursor on the output device and wherein the

the notification comprises the step of displaying a notification in the notification area using the system without substantially interrupting the running of the first application

method further comprises the step of displaying information
program to convey status information to a user.
10 about the selected visual notification solely in response to
5. The method of claim 1, further comprising the step of
the cursor pointing at the selected visual notification in the
displaying a second notification in the notification area from
notification area.
a third application program using the system tool without
17. The method of claim 11 wherein the selected visual
intermpting the running of the first application program such
notification provides a user with a visual cue about a nature
that the second notification is displayed in the notification
of the notification.
area along with the first notification that is already displayg 15
18. The method of claim 11 wherein the selected visual
6. The method of claim 1 wherein the computer system
notification is an icon and the step of displaying the selected
further comprises an input device for manipulating a cursor
visual notification comprises the step of displaying the icon
on the output device in response to user actions and wherein
in the notification area.
19. The method of claim 11 wherein the step of running
the method further comprises the step of displaying information about the notification solely in response to the cursor 20 the third program on the computer system is performed
pointing at the notification.
without displaying an active window for the third program
7. The method of claim 1 wherein the computer system
on the output device.

further comprises an input device for use by a user and
wherein the method further comprises the step of activating

20. The method of claim11 wherein the computer system
further comprises an input device that the user may use to

a program to respond to the notification in response to the y perform activities on the selected visual notification and in
user using the input device to perform activities on the
response to the user using the input device to perform
notification.
activities on the selected icon, opening an active window on
8. The method of claim 7 wherein the input device is a
the output device for the third program.
21. The method of claim 11, further comprising the step
mouse and the activities are double-clicking with the mouse
on the notification.
of displaying additional visual notifications in the notifica-

9. The method of claim 1, further comprising the step of 3o tion area using the system tool wherein each additional
visual notification is unique and each additional visual

removing the notification from the notification area when the
notification is no longer required.
10. The method of claim 1 wherein the system tool is part

notification provides a visual cue of a nature of the notification.

of the operating system.
21 The method of claim 11 wherein the selected visual
11. In a computer system having an operating system and 35 notification notifies the user of an event.
an output device, a method comprising the steps of:
running a first program on the computer system that
provides a taskbar on the output device and a second
program that is an application program, said taskhar by
said operating system;
designating a portion of the taskbar as a notification area

23. The method of claim 11 wherein the selected visual

notification conveys status information to the user.

that is reserved for displaying visual notifications to a
user;
mnning a third program on the computer system that
provides a request to display a selected visual notification in the notification area; and
in response to the request, displaying the selected visual
. notification in the notification area by said operating
system without substantially interrupting the nmoing of
the second program.
12. The method of claim 11 wherein the first program is
an operating system and the step of running the first program
comprises the step of running the operating system on the
computer system13. The method of claim 12 wherein the system tool is
provided by the operating system.
14. The method of claim 13 wherein the step of using the
system resource to display the second visual notification
further comprises the step of expanding the notification area
to facilitate displaying the second visual notification along
with the selected visual notification.
15. The method of claim 11, further comprising the steps
of:
running a fourth program on the computer system that
provîdes a request to display a second visual notification in the notification area;
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24. In a computer system having an output device and
running an operating system and a first application program,
a method comprising the computer-implemented steps of:
displaying a taskbarby the operating system on the output
device;
designating a portion of the taskbar as a notification area
for displaying notifications wherein each said notification includes a graphical object; and
displaying a first notification in the notification area at a
request of the first application program.
25. The method of claim24 wherein the computer system
runs a second application program and wherein the method
furthercomprises the step ofdisplaying a secondnotification
concurrentlywiththefirstnotificationinthenotificationarea
in response to a request by the second application program.
26. The method of claim 24, further comprising the step
of displaying an additional notification in the notification
area so that both the first notification and the additional
notification are displayed in the notification area in response
to a request by the first application program and the first
notification differs from the additional notification.
27. The method of claim24 wherein the computer system
includes a second application program that does not currently have a non-closed window and wherein the method
further comprises the step of displaying a secondnotification
in the notification area in responseto axequest by the second
application program.
28. The method of claim24 wherein the first application
programprovideathegraphicalobjectofthefirstuotification
to the operating system for display in the notification area.

APLNDC00024443
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29. In a computer system having an output device and
35. The computer-readable storage medium of claim 34
running an operating system having a shell that provides a
wherein the method further comprises the steps of:
shell graphical user interface on the output device, a comrunning a fourth program on the computer system that
puter-readable storage medium holding instructions for perprovides a request to display a second visual notificaforming a method comprising the steps of:
5
tion in the notification area; and
designating a portion of the shell graphical user interface
in response to the request from the fourth program, using
as a notification area for displaying notifications, each
the system resource to display the second visual notisaid notification including a graphical object;
fication along withthe selected visual notification in the
running a first application program on the computer
notification area without substantially interrupting the
system; and
10
running of the second program.
displaying a notification from a second application in the
36. The computer-readable storage medium of claim 35
notification area with the shell without substantially
wherein the step of using the system resource to display the
interrupting the running of the first application prosecond visual notification further comprises the step of
expanding the notification area to facilitate displaying the
30. The computer-readable storage medium of claim 29
second Visual notification along with the selected visual
wherein the graphical object included in the notification is
notification.
an icon and wherein the step of displaying the notification
37. In a computer system.having an output device and
comprises the step of displaying the icon without substantunning an operating system and a first applicationprogram,
tially interrupting the running of the first application proa computer-readable storage medium holding instructions
gram.
for performing a method comprising the computer-imple31. The computer-readable storage medium of claim 29
mented steps of:
wherein the step of displaying the notification comprises the
displaying a taskbar by the operating systemon the output
step of displaying a notification in the notification area using
device;
the system without substantially interrupting the running of 25
designating
a portion of the taskbar as a notification area
the first application program to notify a user of an event.
for displaying notifications wherein each said notifica32. The computer-readable storage medium of claim 29
tion includes a graphical object; and
wherein the step of displaying the notification comprises the
displaying a first notification in the notification area at a
step ofdisplaying a notification in the notification area using
request of the first application program.
the system without substantially interrupting the running of 30
38. The computer-readable storage medium.of claim 37
the first application program to convey status information to

E"""
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wherein the computer system runs a second application
program and wherein the method further comprises the step
ofdisplaying a second notification concurrently with the first
notification inthe notification area in response to a request
by the second application program.
steps of:
39. The computer«eadable storage medium of claim 37,
tunning a first program on the computer system that
further comprising the step of displaying an additional
provides a taskhar on the output device and a second
notification in the notification area so that both the first
program that is an application program, said taskbar by
said operating system;
40 notification and the additional notification are displayed in
the notification area in response to a request by the first
designates a portion of the taskbar as a notification area
applicationprogram and the first notificationdiffers from the
that is reserved for displaying visual notifications to a
additional notification.
user;
40. The computer-readable storage medium of claim 37
running a third program on the computer system that
wherein the computer system includes a second application
provides a request to display a selected visual notiû- 45 program that does not currently have a non-closed window
cation in the notification area; and
and wherein the Inethod further comprises the step of
in response to the request, displaying the selected visual
displaying a second notification in the notification area in
notification in the notification area by said operating
response to a request by the second application program.
tool without substantially interrupting the running of
41. The computer-readable storage medium of claim 37
a user.
33. In a computer system having an operating system and
an output device, a computer-readable storage medium
holding instructions forperforming a method comprising the

the second program.
34. The computer-readable storage medium of claim 33
wherein the first program is an operating system and the step
of running the first program comprises the step of mnning
the operating system on the computer system.

wherein the first application program provides the graphical
object of the first notification to the operating system for

display in the notification area.
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STATUS INDICATORS OF AN IMPROVED
GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE

pying space on the window. Alternately, several different
menus can be provided by buttons on the window which,
when selected by the mouse, display their menus; these are

called pull-down menus. Typically, these menus remain
This is a continuation of U.S. patent application Scr. No.
s drawn only while the mouse button is depressed.
08/245,877, fded on May 19, 1994, now abandoned.
Commands in the pull-down and pop-up menus typlcally
act one or more objects. If an application requires more
CROSS-REFERENCETO RELATED
infannation to carry out a command, a dialog box may be
employed. A dialog box is a special type of window that
This invention is related to U.S. patent application Ser. 10 elicits information from the user, such as requiring the user
to check items or fill in blanks.
No. 08/246,319, titled ASPECI' AND STYLE ELEMENTS
OP AN IMPROVED GRAPHICAL USER INTERPACE,
Graphical user interfaces are exemplified by the Finder
fded on May 19, 1994 and assigned to the assignee of the
application software system used in the Macintosh® series
of computers and manufactured byApple Computer, Inc. of
present invention. The invention is also related to U.S.
patent application Ser. No. 08/050,510, titled INTERAC- 15 Cupertino, Calif. An aspect of that software system is
described in U.S. Pat. No. 4,931,783, which is hereby
TIVE USER INTERFACE, fded on Apr. 20, 1993 and
incorporated by reference as though fully set fuLÍÎl LCICÎB.
assigned to the assignee of the present invention, which
That patent describes how to manipulate and control the
application is hereby incorporated by reference as though
functions available from the Pinder systemthoughthe use of
fully set fo1th herein.
menus. The details of how to implement such a system, as
well as other Pinder functions, are described in a volume of
FIELD OF THE INVENITON
the publication 'Inside Macintosh", published by AddisonThis invention relates to interactive user interfaces for
Wesley, titled "Macintosh Toolbox Essentials", which volume is also hereby incorporated by reference.
computer systems and, more specifically, to status indicators
of a customizable browser framework for an improved
Another example of a popular software system that prographical user interface.

25 vides a graphical user interface is the Windows® operating

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
Graphical user interfaces are typically based on bitInapped graphie display technology that employs iconic
(pictorial) representations, multi-font typographio-style text
and other art workon a display screen of a computer system.
These interfaces include a window environment that configures the screen to resemble a graphical display for a user
to enter or view information. Generally, an application
program executing on the computer system presents the
information to the user through a window by drawing
images, graphics or text within the window region.Theuser,
in turn, caramunicates with the application by "pointing" at
objects in the window with a cursor that is controlled by a
hand-operated pointing device, such as a mouse.
Transient "pop-up" or "pull-down" menus list command
selections that are available to the user at all times, regardless of what else may be displayed on the screen. Par
example, there is no need to close a document and retum to
a main menn screen in order to select and issue commands
from a menu. The menus can be activated and commands
selectedmerely by pointing to them with the mouse.That is,
the commands may be issued by actuating the mouse to
move the cursor onto or near the command selection and
pressing and releasing, i.e., "clicking", a button switch on
the mouse.
In general, these menus may be manifested as direct
access menus which show all possible choices on a window,
such as with a panel of buttons, or as taxonomic menus
which classify a domain hierarchy and allow the user to

navigate through it. In many situations it is not necessary for
the menu to remain permanently visible on the display
screen and it can thus be "popped-up" on the screen when
required. Typically, a button switch on the mouse is
depressed to display the menu which is then painted on the
screen near the cursor position. When the switch is released,
the menu disappears. Again, menu selection is achieved by
pointing the cursor at the desired itentwiththe mouse, which
visually shades the selected itent
The pop up menu is a convenient way to keep frequently
used commands and information accessible without occu-

so

as

do
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system, which is commercially available from Microsoft
Corporation. The present invention is applicable to all such
systems andis primarily concemed with accessing information relating to the states of objects developedin accordance
with object-oriented programming techniques.
Object-orientedprogramming is a paradigmfor designing
and implementing software programs. Generally, objectoriented programming defines and packages objects, where
an object consists of a data stmeture together with the
operations available for that atmeture. Once such objects
have been defmed, it is possible to build a program as a
simple sequence of processes to be perfarmed on specified
instances of these objeãts. An integral part of object definition is the ability to create new, more elaborate objects as
enhancements of those previously defined.
When developing software programs, there may be
attributes associated with one or more of these objects that
a user, such as a prograinmer, would like to examine. These
attributes may relate to numerical values or information
concerning the status af an object, sucti as wlletlier its source
code has been modified. Typically, the attributes are repa
sented as bits of state associated with the object and,in many
conventional graphical user interface systems, these state
attributes are available from menus accessible from a window. However, the programmer retrieves the menu and
--s each attribute with a control device, such as a

mouse, to examine its contents which, typically, are mani-

fested textually. Such procedures may be time consuming
and inellicient, particularly if there are many different state
55 attributes associated with the object.

Accordingly, it is among the objects of the present invention to provide an improved graphical user interface having
the capability of positionally representing state attributes

associated with an object.
Another object of the present invention is to provide an

interactive graphical user interface having the capability of
positionally displaying state attributes for more than one
object at a time.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
Briefly, an improved graphical user interface in accordance with the invention comprises novel status indicators
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FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing the relationship of an
played on a display screen of a computer system. These • operating system, an application program, a screen buffer

pertaining to state attributes associated with objects dis-

status indicators are preferably portrayed on a partion of a
window, caRed a pane, of a display screen as distinct visual

and a display screen of the computer system of FIG. 1;

FIG. 3 shows the interaction between an application
cues that are located adjacent to their associated objects, 5 program and a window manager in accordance with the

thereby providing a customizable browser framework to a
uset, such as a programmer. Examples of object-telated

invention;
FIG. 4 shows a display screen illustrating novel status
attributes represented by the status indicators include,
indicators in accordance with the invention;
among others, whetherthe source code ofan object has been
saved or compiled, and an indication of its user access/ lo FIG. 5 shows a status indicator dialog box for displaying
a list of available status indicator entries in accordance With
protection status, e.g., read-only.
the invention;
Specifically, a bar panel is provided along a predeterFIGS. 6A and GB show window panes, each illustrating
mined side (i.e., right/left, top or bottom) of each window
pane for displaying the status indicators. According to one

the dynamically-adjustable side bar panel in accordance

aspect of the invention, the status indicators may be distin- 15 with the invention;
FIG. 7 shows various panes of a window, each of which
guished from among one other by color, shape and/or
depicts a level of a containment hierarchy that may advanrelative spatial position along this side bar panet In an
tageously utnize the status indicators of the present invenillustrative embodiment, each type of indicator has a dik
tion;
ent color and a different location along the width of the
FIG. 8 shows a status indicator group entry on a browse
panel, while assuming a rectangular, "blip-like" shape that is
common among all indicator types.
menu in accordance with the invention;
In accordance with another aspect of the invention, the
FIG.9isanillustrativeflow-chartofthesequenceofsteps
width of the side bar panel dynamically expands/contracts
involved in operation of the improved graphical user interdepending upon the quantity of status indicatars chosen for
face when selecting the status indicators of the present
display. The dynamically adjustable nature of the side bar y invention; and
panel allows numerous status indicators to be shown on the
FIG. 10 is an illustrative flow-chart of the sequence of
panel, if desired, while also conserving screen real estate
steps used to display a window and associated panes, the
when only a few indicators are selected for display.
panes containing status indicators in accordance with the
Moreover, use of positional status indicators, each having
invention.
a distinct color, shape and/or spatial position within the side 3°
DETAUÆD DESCRIFITON OF ILLUSTRATIVE
bar panel of a pane, obviates the needfar a user to read text
EMBODIMENTS
associated with each indicator. This is particularly signifiFIG. 1 illustrates a computer system 100 comprising a
cant for a programmer that may be interestedin the status of
central processing unit (CPU) 110 coupled between a
various objects during software development in a programming environment. By eliminating the need to read text to as memory 114 and inputioutput (FO) circuitry 118 by bidireedonal buses 112 and 116. The memory 114 typically
determine the status of these objects, the programmer can
comprises random access memory (RAM) for temporary
merely glance at the visual cues and off-load interpretation
storage of information, including an application program
of their states to the subconscience,thereby eHminatingtime
(not shown), and read only memory (ROM) for pennanent
consuming and inefficient computer-related commands.
Operationally, the types of indicators portrayed on the 4, storage of the computer's configuration and basic operating
commands, such as portions of an operating system (not
screen far an object are preferably determined on a paneshown).As describedfurtherherein,theapplicationprogram
by-pane basis by retrieving a statûs indicatar dialog box for
and operating systeminteractto control the operations of the
that pane from a pull-down menu or through other means
CPU 110 and computer system 100.
such as double clicking the mouse in the side bar region of
a pane. 'Ihe dialog box is a user interface element that 45 The I/Ü Circuitly 118 iS, IR türn, CORBCCted to a maSS
storage unit 120, such as a diskdrive, via a bidirectional bus
provides a list of available status indicator entries, including
122 and to cursor control devices, such as a keyboard 124
those that are currently being displayed; these latter indica(via cable 126) and a mouse 130 (via cable 128). A contors are so designated by check marks or other inscription
ventional display monitor 132 having a display screen 135
adjacent to the entries. A user may select at deselect any of
the available status indicators on the list for a pane by, for so is also connected to I/O circuitry 118 via a cable 138.
Specifically, the I/O circuitry 118receives information, such
example, "clicking" on the indicator entries with a mouse.
as control and data signals, from the mouse 130 and keyThe selected status indicators are storedin a data structure
board 124, andprovides that infonnation to the CPU110 far
located within a pane object. These contents of the data
storage on the mass storage unit 120 or for display on the
structure determinewhich status indicators will bedisplayed
in the pane which, in tum, determine the width of the ss screen 135. It is to be understood that the I/O circuitry
contains the necessary hardware, e.g., buffers and adapters,
dynamicany adjustable side bar panel used to accommodate
needed to interface with the mouse, keyboard and display
the indicators. These contents are also used to determine the
monitor
appropriate commands to send to the window manager,
The mouse 130 typically contains at least one button
which then displays the pane.
6o switch 134 operated by a user of the system. A cursor 140
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
is displayed on the screen 135 andits position is controllable
The above and further advantages of the inventionmaybe
viathemouse130orthekeyboard124,asiswellknown.Aa
better understood by referring to thefollowing description in
example of the mouse 130 is shown and described in U.S.
conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which:
Pat. No. Re. 32,632, which patentis hereby incorporated by
FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a computer system, such as 65 reference as though fully set forth herein.
a personal computer system, on which the invention may
The computer system 100 is preferably a personal comadvantageously operate;
puter of the Macintosh© series of computers sold by Apple
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In a preferred embodiment, the invention described herein
is implemented in an object-orienteddynamicprogramming
resident thereon, and are controlled and coordinated by,
language, such as Common Lisp, using object-oxiented
operating system software, such as the Apple® System/7®
programming (OOP) techniques. The Common Lisp lanoperating system.
s gnage is well-known and many articles and texts are availA window environment is typically displayed on the
able which describe the language in detaiL In addition,
screen 135. In accordance with an aspect of the invention
Common Lisp compilers are ava0able from several vendars.
described herein, the window environment includes winAccordingly, for reasons of clarity, the details of the Comdows 142, each of which may contain panes 144, with each
mon Lisp language and the operation of the Coxanton Lisp
pane covering a portion of a window 142. The window 10 compiler will not be discussed further in detail berein.
environment is generally part of the operating system softAs will be understood by those skilled in the art, OOP
ware that includes a collection of utHity programs for
techniques involve the defmition, creation, use and destruecontrolling the operation of the computer system 100. The
tion of "objects". These objects are software entities comoperating system, in turn, interacts with an application
program to provide higher level functionality, including a 15 prising data elements and routines, or functions, which
manipulate the data elements. The data and relatedfunctions
direct interface with the user. SpecificaRy, the application
are treated by the software as an entity that can be created,
programmakes use ofoperating systemfunctions by issuing
used and deleted as if itwere a singleitem. Together, the data
a series of task commands to the operating system which
and functions enable objects to model virtually any real
then performs the requested task. For example, the applicaworld entity in terms of its characteristics, which can be
tion program may request that the operating system display
represented by the data elements, and its behavior, which
certain information on the panes 144 of the display screen
canbe representedby its datamanipulation functions. In this
135 for presentation to the user.
way, objects can model concrete things like people and
The invention herein features, along with these windows
computers, while also modeling abstract concepts like numand panes, the provision of new user interface elements,
bers or geometrical designs.
such as menus and their entries, which,when invoked, cause y,
Computer, Inc., although the invention may also be praoticed in the context of any computer. These computers have

actions to take place that enhance the ability of a user to
interact with the computer system. This new behavior of the

Objects are defined by created "classes" which act as

templets that instructthe compilet how to constmet an actual

object. A class may, for example, specify the number and
systemis brought about by the interaction of these elements
type of data variables and the steps involved inthe functions
with a series of system software routines associated with the
operating system. These system software routines, in turn, y which manipulate the data.

interact with the application program to create the windows
and panes, and manage the new menus, as described further
herein.

The principle benefits of OOP techniques arise out of
three basic principles: encapsulation, polymorphisut and
inheritance. More specifically, objects can be designed to

hide, or encapsulate, all, or a portion of, its intemal data
FIG. 2 is a schematic illustration of the interaction of an
application program 202 and an operating system 204 of a as structure and intemal functions. Polymorphismis a concept
which allows objects and functions which have the same
cornputer system200, which is similar to, andhas equivalent
overall farmat, but which work with different data, to
elements of, the cornputer system 100 of FIG. 1. The
function differently in order to produce consistent results.
application program 202 and the operating system 204
Inheritance on the other hand, allows programdevelopersto
interact to control and coordinate the operations of the

computer 200 and their interaction is illustrated schemati- 40 easily reuse pre-existing programs and to avoid creating
software from scratch. The principle of inheritance allows a
cally by arrow 206. In order to display information on a
software developer to declare classes (and the objectswhich
screen display 235, application program 202 generates and
are later created fromthem) as related. SpecificaBy, classes
sends display commands to a window manager program205
may be designated as subclasses of other base classes. The
of the operating system204. The window mannen program
205 stores the information directly (via arrow 208) into a 4s creation of a new subclass which has some of the functionality (with selective modification) of another class allows
screen buffer 210.
software developers to easily customize existing code to
The window manager 205 is a system software routine
meet their particular needs.
that is generally responsible for managing the windows that
In accordance with the invention, the window and its
the user views during operation of the application program;
the application program is generally responsible for man- so panes are "objects" created by the application program to
communicate with the window managet, which is preferably
aging the panes. That is, it is generally the task of the
an object-oriented program. The interaction between an
window manager to keep track of the location and size of the
application program and a window manager is illustratedin
window and window areas which must be drawn and
greater detail in FIG. 3.
redrawn in connection with elements of the improved
graphical user interface of the present invention. Further ss
In general, an application program308 interfaces with the
details relating to the window manager are provided in the
window manager 310 by creating and manipulating objects.
aforementioned "Inside Macintosh" publication "Macintosh
The window manager itself is an object which is created
Toolbox Essentials".

Under control of various hardware and software in the

when the operating systemis started. Specifically,theapplication program creates window objects 300 that cause the

system, the contents of the screen buffer 210 are read out of 60 window manager to create associated windows on the display screen. This is shown schematically by an arrow 302.
the buffer andprovided, as indicated schematically by arrow

212, to a display adapter 214. The display adapter contains
hardware and software (sometimes in the form of firmware)
which converts the information in the screen buffer 210 to a

In addition, the application program 308 creates individual
pane objects 350 that are stored in each window object 300,
as shown schematically by arrows 352 and 354.

form which can be used to drive a display screen 235 of a 65 Since many pane objects may be created in order to
monitor 231 which is connected to display adapter by cable
display many panes on the display screen, the windowobject
218.
300 communicates with the windowmanager 310 by means
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of a sequence of drawing commands issued from the win-

ovetride to create customized solutions, thereby avoiding

dow object 300 to the window manager310, as illustratedby

the awkward procedure calls necessary with the prior art

application flameworks programs. For example, consider a
arrow 304. The application 308 also communicates with the
customizable browser flamework which can provide the
window manager 310 by sending commands to the manager
310, as indicated by arrow 316. The window manager 310 5 foundation for browsing and direct manipulation of objects.
An application program developer who needed these capamaintains a window list 312 that contains each window
currently in the system.
bilities would ordinarily have to write specific routines to
provide them. To do this with a framework, the programmer
Although object-oriented programming offers signiilcant
only needs to supply the characteristics and behavlor to the
improvements over other programming concepts, program
development still requires significant outlays of time and 10 finished output, while the flamework provides the actual
routines which perform the tasks.
effort, especially if no preexisting software programs are
Apreferred embodiment takes the concept offrameworks
available for modification. Consequently, a prior art
and applies it throughout the entire system, including the
approach has been to provide a program developerwith a set
application and operating system. For the commercial or
of pre-defined, interconnected classes which create a set of
objects and additional miscellaneous routines that are all 15 corporate developer or systems integrator, this means all of
the advantages that have been illustrated for a flamework,
directed to performing commonly-encountered tasks in a
particular environment. Such predefined classes and librarsuch as MacApp, can be leveraged not only at the systein
level for such services as printing, graphics, multi-media,
ies are typically called "application frameworks" and essen.
file systems and I/O operations, but also at the application
tially provide a pre-fabricated stmeture for a working applilevel, for things such as text and, as described herein,
cation.
graphical user interfaces.
For example, an application frameworkfor a conventional
Refeiring again to FIG. 3, the window object 300 and the
graphical user interface might provide a set of pre-defined
graphic interface objects which create windows, scroll bars,
pane object 350 are elements an improved graphical user
interface having a customizahle browser framework for
menus, etc. and provide the support and "default" behavior
for these graphic interface objects. Since application framegreatly enhancing the ability of a user to navigate at trowse
works are based on object-oriented techniques, the prethrough many different objects stored in the memory 114.
Specifically, as described fmther herein, the customizable
defined classes can be used as base classes and the built-in
default behavior can be inherited by developer-defined subbrowser framework classifles and organizes these latter
objects as source code entities according to the semantics of
classes and either modified or overridden to allow developera to extend the fmmework and create customized solutions
the programming language. This type of browser is a parin a particular area of expertise. This object-oriented
ticularly usetbl tool for the programmer that is developing
approach provides a major advantage over traditional prosoftware in a programming envhonment.
gramming since the programmeris not changing the original
However, during such development, there may be state
program, but rather extending the capabilities ofthe original
attributes associatedwith objects thattheprogrammer would
program. In addition, developers are not blindly working
like to examine. These attributes may include whether the
through layers of code because the framework provides
source code of au object has been saved or compBed, and the
architectural guidance and mode1îng and, at the same time,
user access status of the code. In accordancewith the present
frees the developers to supply specific actions unique to the
invention, the improved graphical user interface includes
problem domain.
status indicators relating to these state attributes.
There are many kinds of application frameworks
FIG. 4 shows a display screen 400 illustrating the novel
available, depending upon the level the system involved and
status indicators, collectively referred to at 450, which are
the kind of problem to be solved. The types of frameworks
associated with various objects of a project "Bles". As can
range from high-level application frameworks that assist in
be seen, the indicators are displayed on a pane 404 of a
developing a user interface, to lower-level frameworks that 45 window 402 as distinct visual cues adjacent to their assoprovide basic system software services such as
ciated objects; specifically, there are three (3) status indicacommunications, printing, fue system suppart, graphics, etc.
Commercial examples of application frameworks include

tors positioned alongside of the object "tiles" and one (i)

indicator located next to the öbject "README". A novel
side panel bar 406 is provided within the pane 404 for
displaying these indicatars.
According to one aspect of the invention, the status
indicators 450 are distinguished from among one other by
in the object layer, and is a substantial improvement over
colar, shape and/or relative spatial position along the side
other programming techniques, there are dilliculties which
bar panel 406. Preferably, each type of indicator described
arise. These difficulties are caused by the fact that it is easy ss herein has a different color and a different relative location
for developers toreuse their own objects, but it is difficult for
along the width of the panel; howevet, in the illustrative
the developers to use objects generated by other programs.
embodiment, each also has a common rectangular, "blipFurther, application frameworks generally consist of one or
like", i.e., simple geometric, shape.
more object "layers" on top of a monolithic operating
FIG. 5 shows a status indicator dialog box 500 displaying
system and even with the flexibility of the object layer, it is 60 a list of status indicator parameter entries 510 in connection
still often necessary to directly interact with the underlying
with the present invention. As noted, these entries relate to
operating system by means of awkward procedure calls.
the status of an object and include such state attributes as: (i)
In the same way that an application framework provides
UNSAVED, (ii) UNCOMP1LED, (iii) WARNINGS, (iv)
the developer with prefab functionality for an application
READ ONLY, (v) ATTENDANT and (vi) OTHER.
program, a system flamework, such as that included in the 65 Specifically, the object-related attribute represented by the
preferred embodiment, can provide a prefab functionality
entry UNSAVED indicates that the source code of the object
for system level services which developers can modify or
has not been saved since modification; the entry UNCOM-

MacApp (Apple), OWL (Borland), NeXT Step App Kit
(NEXT) and Smalttalk-80 MVC (ParcPlace).
While the application framewark approach utilizes all the
principles of encapsulation, polymorphism and inheritance
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panel, if desired, while also conserving screen real estate
when only a few indicators are selected for display.
been compiled; the entry WARNINGS indicates that errors
have been detected in the source code; the entry unwSpecifically, each indicator (i}-(vi) appearing in a right/
left side bar panel preferably has a relative spacial location
ONLY indicates that the user has only read access (e.g., not
write access) to the object's code; and the entry tu uw- 5 along that bar panel that is determined on a pane-by-pane
basis by the user depending upon the quantity of indicators
DANT indicates that object's source code is not designated
chosen for display. For example, if status indicators (i), (ii)
as a runtime object for execution by the computer.
and (vi) are selected for display in a particular pane, the
The entry OTHER is a special entry that is only active
width
of the side bar panel would consist of three (3)
when one or more status indicators are not displayed. The
status indicators that are cmrently displayed, however, are lo columns, with each column being designated a status indicator. If, on the other hand, the indicators appearin a title (or
designated by check marlis 520 or other simûar inscription
bottom) bar panel of the pane, each indicatar would occupy
adjacent to the indicators. A user may select or deselect any
an analogous spatial "row" of that particular side bar panel
of the available status indicators on the list for display on the
that would be determined, again, on a pane-by-pane basis
screen by, e.g., "clicking" on the -indicator entries with a 15 depending upon the number of status indicators chosen for
mouse, which toggles the entry's state.
display. That is, the relative spatial positions of indicators
The dialog box 500 is preferably a modal dialog box
are consistent within a pane and unoccupled coinnms (or
because it puts the user in "mode" ofbeing able toworkonly
rows) are eliminated.11 will be apparent to those skilled in
inside the box 500. That is, whether accepting/rejecting the
the art, however, that other predetermined spacial position
selected/deselected status indicator entries 510, the user
configurations of these indicators, such as a diagonal conmust affirm that choice by clicking on either the "OK"
figuration or a fixed-location configuration, may be
button S30,1ocated at the bottomof the box, or the adjacent
employed within the teachings of the invention.
"Cancel" button 535, prior to issuing any other commands
As an example of the latter configuration, each indicatar
to the application.
(i)-(vi) would have a fixed spacial location along the side
In accordance with the invention, the status indicators
bar, with the indicator (i) occupying the ikst spacial "colmay appear along any side of a frame of the pane; that is, the
umn" nearest to the borderof the pane and the indicator (vi)
indicatorsmayappearinasidebarlocatedontherightorleft occupying the last spatial column farthest fromthat border.
side of the pane, or they may appear in a title bar arranged
If the indicators appear in a title (or bottom) bar panel ofthe
along the top side of each pane or, if appropriate, in a bar
pane, each indicatar would occupy an analogons spacial
located along the bottam side of the pane. Preferably, a 30 "row" of that particular side bar paneL In accordance with
location pop-up 525 specifies whether these indicators
this embodiment, if an indicator (VI) is displayed for any
should appear in the right/left side bar, the title bar, in both
object present in the pane, then the side bar panel win ber
areas or in neither area. When they appearin the titlebar, the
drawn to its Inaximum width; however, if only the indicator
status indicators apply to the object that is being displayed
(i) is displayed for each object in the pane, the wîdth of side
in the pane.
35 bar panel 620 will be minimal.
The text for each indicator (i)-(vi) is preferably displayed
Use of the stams indicators of the present invention may
in the color of that indicator. In the inustratLve embodiment,
be particularly advantageous with respect to the customtre
the preferred color of the positional cue (and its associated
able browser framework described herein when used in a
text) for each status indicator is as follows:
programming development environment having a contain40 ment hierarchy for developing programs. EIG. 7 shows
various panes 72 740 of a window 700, with each pane
(i) UNsAVED
No
depleting a level of the containment hierarchy that advan(ii) UNCOMPRED
geen
tageously utilizes the status indicators of the present inven(iii) WARNINGS
wange
(iv) READ ONLY
pink
tion. Specificany, the containment hierarchy anows source
(V) ATIWDANT
pikw
45 code manipulations and operations, such as "saving" of the
(vi) OTER
v•y
code, within the various levels of hierarchy. Here, objects,
-· - - indicates that the object's source code has not yet

e.g., functions or class definitions, are units of program

The set of status indicators shown is determined on a
source code called "source entities" and comprisethe lowest
pane-bypane basis. Accordingly, and referring again to FIG.
level of the hierarchy. A "source container", resident at the
3, each pane object 350 created by the application program so next level, contains an ordered collection of these entities.
308 preferably has an intemal data structure 356 containing
The source container is analogous to a fde and each source
a list of every status indicator displayed by the dialog box
entity resides in at least one source container. A module
500, together with the status of each indicator, i.e., selected

or unselected. As descrîbed in connection with FIG. 5, the

comprises at least one source container and is itself incer-

parated with an entire project. The project is the center of

status of each indicatoris determinedby a user manipulating ss source code management and contains a wariting set of
sourte entities.

the dialog box 500. In addition, each window object 300
contains a list of panes 306 and each pane object 350 also

In FIG. 7, the pane 720 depicts the project level of the
contnimnent hierarchy, where various Inodules ofthe project
"Online-Insultant" are displayed. A status indicator 722
status indicator.
60 associated with the project Online-Insultant in bar 725
In accordance with another aspect of the invention, the
indicates that the project level is the basis of the pane 720.
A module "Online-Insultant" is selected and has its contents
width of the novel side bar pane1406 (FIG. 4) dynamically
displayed in pane 730 (the module level of the hierarchy).
expands/contracts depending upon the quantity of status
Status indicator 732 is associated with the module Onlineindicators chosen for display. FIGS. 6A and 6B show
dynamically-adjustable side bat panels 620a,b of panes 65 Insultant in the bar 735. Various source containers are
displayed in this pane 730, including a selected container
610a,b. The dynamically adjustable nature of the side panel
620 allows numerous status indicatars to be shown on the
"Engine".
contains a list af objects. The state of each object displayed
in the pane determines whether or not to draw cach possible
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program to display a window and its associated panes, the
Pane 740 shows this source container level "Engine"
latter of which contain status indicators, is shown in the
having a status indicator 742 in bar 745. A selected source
flowchaft of FIG. 10. The routine starts in Step 1000 and
entity "zippy" is among the source entities listed in the pane
proceeds to Step 1002in which the parameters defining the
740. (Apane 750, similar to pane740, is shown overlapping
the pane 740.)
5 window, e.g., its size and interface elements, together with
a request to create a new window, are sent (illustrated as
A feature of the present invention is that when a modifiarrow 304 in FIG. 3) from the window object to the window
cation is made at, e.g., the source entity level of the project,
manager. In response to this request, the window manager
the status indicators propagate up through the hierarchy to
creates a window (Step 1004) and adds the new window to
the project level, therebynotifyingthe programmerthat each
the window list 310. The list of created windows allows the
of those levels require modification. Accordingly, the status to window manager to keep track of the locations and sizes of
indicator 746 (preferably an UNSAVED indicator) is disthe windowswhich must be drawn andredrawn as windows
played for the source entity "zippy" and indicates that its
are created and deleted in connection with elements of the
sourco code has not been saved. Because "zippy" is conirnproved graphical user interface of the present invention.
tained in source container "Engine", its status indicator 142
is displayed in pane 740, as is status indicator 736 in pane 15 In Step 1006, a pane object 350 is instañed in the window
object 300 and in Step 1005, the window object waits for an
730. Modulo "Online-Insultant", compusmg source conupdate event frarn the window manager indicating that the
tainer "Engine", also has its status indicators 732 and 126
window and pane needs to be drawn. The window manager
displayed in panes730 and720, and, lag project "Onlinegenerates such update events to coordinatethe display of the
Insultant" has its status indicator 722 displayed in pane120.
windows and panes. Upon receiving the update event, the
Such "linking" between the panes 720--740 is made possible 20 window object, in Step 1010, determines the width of the
because of the contents of the data stmeture 306 contained
side bar panel using a count of status indicatar parameters
in the window bject 300 of FIG. 3.
stored in the pane object's list 356 and, in Step 1012, sends
FIG. 8 shows a Status Indicator group entry 802 that is
appropriate drawing commands to the window ananager to
displayed on a Browse menu 800. The Browse menu is
draw the pane and display the side bar panel. In step 1014,
preferably a pull-down menu that is available from a menu 2 the window object 300 then determines which status indibar 810. The "Status Indicator" entry 802 is acávewhenever
cators should be shown for each object stored in the data
there is an active pane in the window 820.
structure 356 of the pane object and, in Step 1016, the
FIGS. 1-8 will now be referenced in connection with
window object sends appropriate drawing ----ds to the
sequence of steps illustrated in the flow-chait of FIG. 9 to
window manager to display those status indicatats. The
describe the operation of the improved graphical user interroutine then fmishes in Step 1018.
face when selecting the status indicators.
An advantageofthepresentinventionzelatesto the use of
To establish (or change) the status indicators displayedin
visual positional status indicators, each having a distinct
the side bar panel 620 of an active window pane, the
colar, shape and/or spatial position within the side bar panel,
sequence starts in Step 900 and proceeds to Step 902 where
a uset, operating the mouse 130 to control the cursor 140 on

display screen 135, "points" the cursor atthe Browse menu
800 of menu bar 810. The user then "clicks" the switch 134

to obviate the need for a user to read text associated with
each indicator. This is particularly significant for aprogrammer that may be interested in the status of various objects
during software development in a programming environ-

of the mouse to display that menu 800.
ment. By eliminating the need to read text to determine the
In Step 904, the user manipulates the mouse so that the 4e status ofthese objects, the programmercan merely glance at
cursor points to the "Status Indicator" group entry 802 on
the visual cues and off-load interpretation of their states to

menu 800 and clicks on that entry so as to display the status

the sub-conscience, thereby eliminating time consuming and

indicator dialog box 500. As noted, the status indicators
portrayed far a particular object are preferably determined

ineñicient computer-related commands.

While there has been shown and described an illustrative
on a pane-by-pane basis; accordingly, the selection of indi- 4, embodiment for manifesting status îndicators on a window
cators made by the user will determine which indicators are
pane as distinct visual cues within a program development
displayed in the currently active pane.
environment, it is to be understood that various other adapIn Step 906, the user then selects (or deselects) any of the
tations and modifications may be made within the spirit and

available status indicators on the list by clicking on those
scope of the invention. For example, the invention is also
indicator parameter entries. The status indicator parameters 50 applicable to a relational database environmentwhere users
selected for display are preferably noted by the presence of
have a need to share records. In this embodiment of the
check marks 520. The user then clicks the "OK" button 530
invention, a user may scan through records of the database
at the bottom of the dialog box 500 inStep 908to invokethe
and retrieve a record on a screen for editing purposes. Prior
application program308 to act uponthe selectedparameters.
to initiating the edit, the status indicators described herein
In response, in Step 910, the application 308 performs the ss may be configured to propagate onto all --- of users
specified command provided by the user and removes the
accessing the database to inform them of the record access.

box 500 from the screen. If, however, the user selects the

Here, the status indicators may be distinguished from among

"Cancel" button 535, the application discards any changes
issued by the user since the modal dialog box was displayed

one another by shape, e.g., squares, triangles, circles, etc. In

a pane object 350 that includes the selected status indicator

source code control mechanismte govern access to partico-

another embodiment, these status indicators may be
and thenremoves the box.The application308then modifies so employed in a networked development environment as a

parameters within the contents of its data structure 356, as
indicated in Step 911 The routine then finishes in Step 914.

Iar files.
The foregoing description has been directed to specific
embodiments of this invention. It will be apparent, however,
As previously noted, a window object and a pane object
interact with the window manager to provide various wîn- 65 that other variations and modifications may be made to the
described embodiments, with the attainment of some or all
dow management functions, such as creating a window and
its panes. An illustrative routine used by the application
of their advantages. Therefore, it is the object of the
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appended claims to cover all such variations and modifica-

14
10. The computer system of claim 8 wherein said user

tions as come within the tme spirit and scope of the

interface element means comprises status indicators having
a blip-like shape and being distinguished from among other
What is claimed is:
status indicators by relative spacial position along said
1. An itoproved graphical user interface of a computer 5 dynamically-adjustable side bar paneL
system having a display monitor for displaying a cursor on
11. The computer system of claim 10 wherein said user
a display screen, said saeen having associated therewith a
interface element means further comprises a status indicator
device for controBing said cursar, said interface comprising:
dialog box element far setting said status indicatars in
a window of said ageen, said window conügured for
response to the user manipulating said cursar controlled
apportionment into at least one pane for displaying to device to select one of a plurality of status indicator paramobjects of said system; and
eter entries displayed on said dialog buK element.
status indicator means for positionaBy displaying state
12. The computer system of claim11 further comµising
attributes associated with said objects, said status india window object created by said application program, said
catormeans being displayed on a side bar panel of said
window Object communicating with said window manager
pane, said side bar panel having a dynamically- 15 object by issuing a sequence of drawing comunands to
adjustable width con6gured to one of expand and
display said pane.
contract in response to the quantity of said state
13. The computer system of claim 12 further compising
attdbutes selected for display.
apane object created by said application program and stored
2. The improved graphical user interface of claim 1
in said window object, said pane object having an internal
wherein said status indicatormeans comprisesdistinctvisual * data structure containing a list of said selected status indicues.
cator parameter entries.
3. The improved graphical user interface of claim 2
14. Aznethodfor enhancing the ability ofa user tointeract
wherein said visual cues are distinguished from among one
with a computer system having an imµoved graphical user
other by shape.
4. The improved graphical user interface of claim 2 25 interface, said cornputer including a display monitor for
displaying a cursor on a display screen having associated
wherein said Visual cues are distinguished from among one
therewith a device for controBing said cmsar, said Inethod
other by color.
comprising the steps of:
5. The improved graphical user interface of claim 4
further comprising means for setting said status indicator
creating a window manager object from an operating
means to display selected ones of said visual cues.
system af said computer;
4. The improved graphical user interface of claim 5
drawing a pane for display on said display screen using
wherein said status indicator setting means comprises a
said window manager olyect;
status indicator dialog box elementdisplayed on said display
generating
source endty objects for display on said pane
screen, the user Inanipulating said cursor controRed device
with an application program;
to select one of a plurality of status indicatar parameter
entries displayed on said dialog box element.
selecting status indicator parameters from a status indi1. The improved graphical user interface of claim 4
cator dialog box element of said improved graphical
wherein said visual cues are distinguishedfrom among one
user interface displayed on said display screen in
other by relative spacial position along said dynamicallyresponse to the user manipninfing saidcarsor controlled
adjustable side bar paneL
devlee, said status indicator parameters positionany
8. A computer systemhaving an improved graphical user
displaying state attributes associated with said somce
interface for enhancing the abiHty of a user to interact with
entity objects on a dynamicaHy-adjustable side bar
said system, said computer system including a display
panel of said pane; and
monitor for displaying a cursar on a display screen having
one of expanding and contracting a width of said dynaaniassociated therewith a device for controlling said cursor,
callyadjustable side bar panel in response to the quansaid computer system comprising:
tity of said status indicator parametets selected for
a processor;
display.
an operating system cooperating with said processor to
15. The method of claim 14 further comprising the stcps
control said display screen;
so of:
creating a window object from said application progran;
a window manager object created by said operating
system, said window manager object drawing a pane
issuing a sequence of drawing commands from said
for display on said display screen; an application prowindow object to said window manager object; and
gram for generating source entity objects for display on
displaying said pane in response to said drawing comsaid pane; and
55
mands.
user interface element means for positionaRy displaying
16. The method of claim 15 further comprising the steps
state attributes associated with said source entity
of:
objects, said user interface means being displayed on a
creating a pane object from said application program;
side bar panel of said pane, said side bar panel having
invention.

a dynamically-adjustable width configated to one of
expand and contract in response to the quantity of said

state attributes selected for display.
9. The computer system of claim 8 wherein said user
interface element means comprises status indicators having

storing said selected status indicatorparametersin alist of

an internal data structure of said pane object;
storing said pane object in said window object; and
sending said status indicator parameters to said window
manager object when displaying said pane.

a blip-like shape and being distinguished from among other 65
status indicators by color.
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